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PICE-Qatar Officially Opens its own Mini Summer Olympics  
Alfonso Betita  

Philippine Institute of Civil 
Engineers – Qatar Chapter 
(PICE-Q) is ablaze with      
activities as it simultaneously 
held openings of its various 
sporting events this month of 
March 2018 through its    
Committee on Sports, Leisure 
and Recreation headed by 
Engr. Belinda E. Dela Cruz, the     
energetic Chairwoman and   
incumbent Sgt.-At-Arms. 

The Bowling Tourney which is 
now on its second year      
successfully opened on March 
8, 2018 at Qatar Bowling   
Center (QBC) with 48       
members and their families 
participating. As of this      
writing, they are on their 4th 
day of competition. Games are 
from 7:30 PM to 9:30 PM    
every Thursday. 

On the other hand, the first 
ever Lawn Tennis Clinic      
commenced March 17, 2018 at 
the Aspire Ladies Club Tennis 
Courts with 16 participants. 
The training is being held    
every Monday and Saturday 
from 7:00 PM to 9:00 PM. As 
of March 31, 2018, the Lawn 
Tennis Clinic is on its 5th 
Training day. A professional 
tennis trainer was hired by the 

organization to teach the     
basics of lawn tennis games 
including the correct handling 
of the racquet, the warm up          
exercises, the forehand and 
backhand strokes, volleys,   
and footwork as well as the       
correct serving.     

The long awaited Inter-Color 
Basketball League 2018 (ICBL 
2018) also held its maiden 
opening on March 23, 2018 at 
the Qatar Sports Club, Doha, 
Qatar. Six teams namely, the 
Red, Blue, Green, Yellow,    
Orange and Maroon Teams        
participated in this year’s   
basketball tourney while the 
Black and White Teams, the 
2017 Defending Champion and 
the 2016 Champion              
respectively opted not to    
participate. The game is held 
every Friday from 2:00 PM to 
7:00 PM.  

Meanwhile, the second       
conference of the President’s 
Cup - the Battle of Hoops    
between the Blue and Red 
Teams of the PICE Board of 
Directors and Committees is 
also held on Fridays at 7:00 to 
9:00 PM right after the        
Inter-Color Basketball games. 
It will be best of seven series. 

The first President’s Cup that 
was held in the month of     
October to   December 2017 
was won by RED Team by 4 
out 7 games.                            
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OPINION 

Initiating a Basketball Leagues in Qatar  

T 
he Philippine Institute 
of Civil Engineers  - 
Qatar’s Committee on 
Sports, Leisure and           

Recreation once again find    
itself in a difficult position  
during the planning stage and             
commencement of its annual 
Inter-Color Basketball League 
(ICBL). The reason is the    
shortages of available venue 
for the famed basketball 
games here in Doha. But is it,    
really? 

Given the popularity of        
the sports basketball among       
Filipinos and the seemingly 
lack of more available forms of    
other recreational activities in 
Qatar, the Filipino community 
indulged itself in different    
basketball leagues. The     
presence of large community 
of Filipinos, the timing of rest 
day and the number of       
basketball leagues being un-
dertaken at the same period of 
time however are creating    
artificial shortages of venues. 
In addition, big leagues and     
other established sports         
organizations found an         
opportunity arising from this 

situation. Gone are the days 
when you can directly           
negotiate with the stadium or 
schools with gymnasiums as 
the chance of finding it      
available is zero to nil. The   
only way to find a suitable 
venue is to find a group of   
referees with good            
connections or thru              
arrangement and negotiations 
with other big Filipino sports 
organizations. It is surprising 
to find out that they have slot   
reservations from different 
sports club all over the city. 

During the months of January 
and February, the mad rush 
for basketball venues is on, 
even if your planned          
basketball event is to        
commence a few months 
away. This situation also 
forced us to cough out money 
for rental or reservation time, 
very much ahead of the 
scheduled basketball opening. 

The situation that was        
mentioned is the dilemma that 
the organization had to face 
every time we conduct our 

ICBL. For this year’s ICBL, it 
resulted to several            
postponement and changes in 
the already established league 
opening schedule. This also 
brought about the shortened 
league games’ match-up and 
non-participation of the two 
previous league champions…. 
the BLACK and WHITE Teams.         

The venue “crisis” is here to 
stay and will be experienced 
by the organizing committee 
every annual ICBL season. The 
key to solving this issue       
however lies on how good the 
organization is in planning and 
budgeting for this event. Early 
planning, organizing, teams’          
cooperation and BOD          
assistance will surely help.    
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THE PRESIDENT’S LOUNGE 

Fellow Engineers, if February is our 

“Love” month, during which PICE-

Qatar’s activities focused on showing our 

“love and care” to our physical bodies 

(Family Sports Day) and to the          

environment (Beach Clean-up), you will 

surely find March - dubbed as our Sports 

Month, to be a month full of activities, 

as well.   

 

With Engr. Belinda dela Cruz and her 

team in the Committee on Sports,      

Leisure and Recreation (CSLR)        

spearheading, PICE Qatar have started 

the following sports activities that will 

culminate in an awarding ceremony on 

May 11, 2018, the PICE Qatar’s 11th 

Foundation Day.  

 

A. 2nd Bowling  Tournament 

 

With ten (10) teams participating, the 

2nd Bowling Tournament had its opening 

ceremony last March 8, 2018. Engr. 

Marcel Ramos, Bowling Games         

Commissioner, led the participants in 

rolling their bowling balls for the         

ten-game series that are to be played 

every Thursdays at the Qatar Bowling 

Center starting at 7:30 p.m.  

I would like to reiterate my message 

during the opening day during which I 

mentioned the importance of the     

tournament as “pagtanggal ng stress sa 

mga trabaho natin”.   

 

B. 1st Lawn Tennis Clinic 

 

The 1st Lawn Tennis Clinic was officially 

launched last March 17, 2018 and will be 

held every Saturdays and Mondays from 

7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. at the Aspire 

Ladies’ Club, Al Rayyan Municipality, 

Qatar. Sixteen (16) PICE Qatar        

members are attending the learning    

sessions under the able leadership of the 

Lawn Tennis Commissioner, Engr.       

Alfonso Belito C. Betita. 

 

C. 8th Season of Inter-Color           

Basketball League 2018 

 

CSLR Chairperson, Engr. Belinda Dela 

Cruz, indeed rose to the occasion and 

pull the aces up her sleeves to hurdle 

scheduling and venue obstacles, in order 

to sustain the tradition of having the 

games start and finish before the   

Foundation Day.  Thus, the 8th Season 

of the Inter-Color Basketball League 

(ICBL) opened last March 23, 2018 at 

Qatar Sports Club, with six (6) teams 

dribbling their way for the coveted 

crown, namely:  Red Team, Orange 

Team, Yellow Team, Blue Team, Green 

Team and Maroon Team. The League 

was started during the term of PP  

Geraldo Managuelod as a friendly     

tournament and eventually blossomed 

into a  seasonal league that can be   

considered the highlight of the sports 

month of PICE-Qatar.  Engr. Rolan 

‘Bong’ Nevado, whom we are welcoming 

as the new BOD Member and Chairman 

of the Committee on Membership, is the 

League Commissioner in a concurrent 

capacity who will oversee the            

tournament with PP Noel Jumawan being 

at the sidelines as League Adviser. 

 

Aside from the above sports activities, 

PICE-Qatar still has the energy to       

proceed with its usual programmes. In 

fact, the Committee on Continuing     

Professional Advancement (COCPA) 

Chaired by Engr. Loraine Radan and ably 

supervised by 2nd VP Engr. Luisito    

Carlos, held our first Technical Seminar 

for 2018 with 2-day seminar on BASIC 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT USING         

PRIMAVERA P6 PROFESSIONAL V17.7 

last  March 2 and 9, 2018.  With an    

expert Resource Person being no less 

than our very own PICE-Qatar colleague 

Engr. Arnold Puy, the seminar attracted 

thirty (30) participants who will be    

credited with CPD units, the seminar 

having been approved for the CPD      

Program by the Professional Regulation 

Commission (PRC).   

  

The Committee on PICE-Qatar Affairs 

(COPA) held the first regular Outreach 

Program last March 15, 2018 sharing not 

only food and used clothes, but more 

importantly inspirational messages to 

almost 150 of the less fortunate OFW’s 

here in Qatar. The COPA team, with its 

Chairman, Engr. Emilio Manalo and 1VP 

Engr. Alden Cayaga, at the helm,       

presented a short program which include 

a short demo on self-defense by PP 

Ronald Nilo and his wife, Ms. Maria Flor 

and a lecture on the basics of Financial 

Literacy, by yours truly. 

 

As of this date, the COHOPLE Team of 

Engr. Bernard de Vera are still diligently 

spearheading the on-going review clas-

ses for the Board Exam on August 2018.  

We again encourage other members to 

continue providing moral support to the 

Associate Members by visiting the     

review classes every Friday at Oryx    

Rotana.  

 

Likewise, the Committee on Ways and 

Means (COWME) headed by energetic 

Engr. Newcesar Templonuevo and      

supervised by 1VP Engr. Alden Cayaga, 

is continuing with its fund raising      

activities and have actually launched the 

2018 polo shirt with a new design that 

incorporate the logo of PICE National.  

The new polo shirt also advertises the 

achievements of PICE Qatar Chapter 

especially the award given to us as the 

Best International Chapter for         

Community Service and Newsletter 

2017. With the many insights and ideas 

of the COWME Chairman being        

showcased in new designs for emblem, 

it is hoped that new polo shirts will be a 

bestseller that will definitely help our 

organization fund its activities. 

 

And finally, the undersigned is also 

proud to report to you that last March 2, 

2018, the Philippine School in Doha 

(PSD) invited PICE Qatar Chapter to the 

1st Career Simulation Seminar       

Workshop 2018 culminating activity at 

the Edgar V. Bondoc Gymnasium.  PICE 

Qatar Chapter received a plaque of    

appreciation as one of the organizations 

who volunteered to share their         

professional experiences and insights 

that hope to inspire the students in the 

career path they would want to pursue.   

  

The success of all the activities        

mentioned above is a result of all our 

hard work and support to our Chapter.  

Again, I am very thankful for your      

continued support.  Together let us    

continue to be an inspiration to each and 

every one and to others. 

Aileen Abejero-Buenaflor 
CEng, ASEAN Eng. 

1st Female President of PICE Qatar Chapter 

Message from the President 



 

 

PICE-QATAR UPDATES 

PICE-Qatar’s Board of Directors 
welcomes Engr. Rolan E. Nevado 
in its fold last March 6, 2018. He 
replaces Engr. Medel F. Dalida as 
Chairman of the Committee on        
Membership (COME) when he  
resigned his post during the 3rd 
EXECOMM 2018 Meeting held on 
March 2, 2018 due to heavy work 
load entrusted to him by his new 
company. 

Engr. Nevado is from Cabuyao 
City, Laguna and currently work 

as Engineering Manager of 
Naama Contracting and Trading 
Company (NCTC). He is an active 
member of PICE Qatar and was 
an official candidate for the 2018 
Board of Directors election held in 
November 2017 where he places 
16th. He is also the current     
Administrative Officer of the     
Association of Structural           
Engineers Regional Committee 
Qatar (ASEP RCCQ) and is the 
Founding Chairman of the    
Guardians Bona Fide for Hope 
Foundation Inc. (GBHFI) – one of 
the active community              
organizations here in Qatar.   

PICE Qatar Chapter President, 
Engr. Aileen A. Bunenaflor graces 
the Association of Structural     
Engineers of the Philippines       
Regional Coordinating Committee 
Qatar (ASEP RCCQ) 4th Technical 
Summit by  attending the event 

and delivering inspirational talk 
to the 82-participating 
civil/structural engineers and    
designers from all over Qatar last 
March 16, 2018 at the Rotana 
City Center, Doha, Qatar.      

Engr. Buenaflor receives a token 
of appreciation for her             
contribution to the ASEP RCCQ’s 
event.  

PICE Qatar also serves as one of 
the    sponsors of the ASEP 
RCCQ’s 4th Technical Summit. 
ASEP is an affiliate organization 
of PICE wherein one of the     
membership requirements is    
being a PICE regular    member. 

The 3rd Monthly Meeting of the 
PICE-Q EXECOMM was held last 
March 2, 2018 at the 2nd Floor, Beverly 
Hills Tower, Sukoon Lounge, Diplomat Area, 
West Bay, Doha, Qatar. The meeting which 
lasted from 9:00 AM to 4:20 PM was      
attended by 21 executives including past 
presidents and presided by Engr. Aileen A. 
Buenaflor – PICE Qatar President. There 
were four guests / standing committee 
chairpersons attending the monthly        
executive meet. 

Those who were present are: 

1. Engr. Aileen A. Buenaflor – President 
2. Engr. Alden P. Cayaga – 1st Vice President 
3. Engr. Luisito S. Carlos – 2nd Vice President 

4. Engr. Elvin D. Fajutagana – Secretary 
5. Engr. Sheila L. Medel – Auditor 
6. Engr. Felipe D. Catinoy – Business      

Manager 
7. Engr. Russel F. Flores – Public Relation  

Officer 
8. Engr. Belinda E. Dela Cruz – Sergeant-At-

Arms 
9. Engr. Medel F. Dalida – Chairman, COME 
10. Engr. Bernard Y. De Vera – Chairman,   

COHOPLE 
11. Engr. Loraine C. Radan – Chairman, 

COCPA 
12. Engr. Newcesar T. Templonuevo –    

Chairman, COWME 
13. Engr. Alfonso Belito C. Betita – Chairman, 

COPI 
14. Engr. Emilio M. Manalo – Chairman, COPA 
15. Engr. Allen L. Nacario – Immediate Past 

President 

16. Engr. Geraldo T. Managuelod – Member, 
Council of Advisers 

17. Engr. Noel T. Jumawan – Member, Council 
of Advisers 

18. Engr. Roy L. Baquiran – Member, Council 
of Advisers 

19. Engr. Frederick M. Garcia – Member, 
Council of Advisers 

20. Engr. Delfino C. De Leon – Member,   
Council of Advisers 

21. Engr. Ronaldo B. Nilo – Member, Council 
of Advisers 

22. Engr. Meliza M. Ortiguerra – Chairman, 
Standing Committee    

23. Engr. Helario S. Amoguis – Chairman, 
Standing Committee 

24. Engr. Emmanuel German V. Boceta – 
Chairman, Standing Committee 

25. Mrs. Susana O. Nacario - Guest 
 

PICE-Q EXECOMM 2018 Holds 

Third Monthly Meeting 

Alfonso Betita 

PICE Qatar’s Board of    

Directors Welcomes a 

New Member 
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PICE Qatar President          

Attends ASEP 4th Summit   
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PICE QATAR UPDATES 

Blessing of the 4th Green School Building Held  
The 4th Green School Building 
(4th GSB) built by PICE-Qatar 
for the Masarayao Elementary 
School, Brgy. Masarayao,    
Kananga, Leyte was finally 
Blessed in a simple ceremony 
attended by teachers and    
barangay officials last March 
13, 2018. This is in           
preparation for the utilization 
of the donated facility on the 
forthcoming school year 2018 
~ 2019 opening.        

It can be recalled that though 
no official handing over of the 
4th GSB was made, the      
project coordinator, Engr.    

Alfonso Belito C. Betita, acting 
in behalf of PICE-Qatar BOD, 
informed the acting Principal, 
Mrs. Nelia R. Bardon that they 
may start using the same in 
case the need arises. The 
school official however made 
their intent to use the facility 
during the beginning of the 
new school year as they are 
yet to transfer most of the   
furniture from the damaged 
building to the new one. Some 
of their buildings were        
damaged during the         
earthquake that hit the town 
of Kananga, Leyte in July 6, 
2017.         

Official handover of the 4th 
GSB is planned on the month 
of May 17, 2018 right before 
the school opening. 
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PICE-Q’s Committee on      
Publications and Information 
(COPI) and Committee on 
Ways and Means (COWME) 
jointly launched a mobile    
photography contest dubbed 
as “Qatar Construction 
Through Lens”. The contest is 
open to all active PICE Q 
members starting on March 
25, 2018 at 6:00 PM. The   
winner will be officially        
announced on May 11, 2018.  

Official entries shall be sent to 
felipecatinoy@gmail.com or to 
tine.diosan@gmail.com. The 
contest mechanics and      
guidelines have been sent to 
the gen. membership through 
PICE_QATAR_CHAPTER@yahoo            
groups.com. Participants are 
strongly obliged to read and 
understand the contest         
mechanics and guidelines      
before joining the contest to 
avoid any issues that may rise 
and the eventual                 
disqualification.        

Contest winner stand to       
receive a framed certificate 

featuring the winning          
photograph entry, Free 1-day 
CPD accredited seminar, and 
the privilege of being featured 
on PICE Qatar Newsletter     
Special Foundation Day 2018 
Edition. 

COPI and COWME members 
however are disqualified to 
join this contest. 

PICE-Qatar through its        
Support Programs and Events 
Committee for Students 
(SPECS) under the             
chairmanship of Engr. Helario 
S. Amoguis will hold the “1st 
PICE-Q Dinner for a Cause” to 
generate fund to be used in 
adopting at least One Civil     
Engineering Student in the 
Philippines for the SY 2018    
onwards. 

This is in addition to 
the two scholars who are now 
receiving financial benefits 
from the chapter starting last 
year and until they become a 
full pledge Civil Engineers. 

The “Dinner for A Cause” will 
be held at Oryx Rotana’s 
Choices Restaurant on April 8, 
2018 from 6:30 PM onward. 

Generous PICE-Q members 
and their families are              
encouraged to participate in 
this undertaking. Interested 
members may register to via 
google forms being sent 
through the group e-mail at 
PICE_QATAR_CHAPTER@yahoo
groups.com or just approach 
any of the PICE-Q BODs dur-
ing regular meet-up held eve-
ry Wednesday at Filipino Cul-
tural Center (FCC) Restaurant 
at Al Thumama.   

Finally, a platform where the 
members and Board Of       
Director’s can interact live! 
PICE-Qatar in its quest to    
better serve the general    
membership launched a live 
webcasting event through its 
Facebook page 
https://www.facebook.com/se
arch/top/?q=pice%20qatar%2
0chapter . 

(Continue on Page 9) 

PICE Q Mobile         

Photography Contest 

Launched 

PICE Qatar Chapter To 

Hold Dinner For A 

Cause 

Live Webcast 

Launched 



 

 

TECHNICAL SECTION           

Note: The information expressed in this 
article is the sole interpretation of the     
Author on Codes and Standards that are 
commonly used in the civil engineering   
industry in the gulf region. The reader is 
encouraged to contact the Author if there 
are topics that need further clarification. 

When assessing Long term Deflection on 
Reinforced Concrete Floor Slabs and Beams, 
the first engineering approach is to use 

Concrete Society’s Technical Report No. 43 
(TR-43), Table 6. 

One may ask, “From where these factors 
originated?” Young Design Engineers may 
not normally bother to derive the values or 
dig deeper into the equations but would 
rather accept it readily as universal truth 
like I did in some instances when I was 
younger. 

In this article, the Author wishes to       
elaborate the derivation of these           
factors/multipliers from the British     
Standards where Concrete Society is 
aligned with. 

Let me refer the readers to BS8110-2:1985 
Section 3.6 “Calculation of Curvatures”. 

In Clause “a” item 3 of Section 3.6, it  
simply says that the effective concrete 
modulus “Eeff” under long-term loading shall 
be taken as the short-term concrete      
modulus “Ec” times 1/(1 + ϕ “initial creep 
coefficient”). Let us leave this information 
for the moment and it shall be used in   
further discussion. 

In BS8110-2:1985 Table 7.1 of Section 7, 
we can say that creep coefficient “ϕ“ for an 
ambient relative humidity of 70% - 80% at 
28 days is around 2.0 for slab thicknesses 
ranging from 150mm to 300mm of which a 
newly casted concrete floor system falls 
under.  

Most of the engineering software also 
adapts a default value of 2 for the initial 
creep coefficient (eg. CSI’s SAFE as shown 
below). 

For the purpose of discussion, let me use 
ϕ= 2. 

Going back to BS8110-2:1985 Section 3 
“Serviceability calculations”, recommended 
procedure of assessing long-term             
curvature/deflection is as per below: 

Translating it in a mathematical expression, 
we come up with the following: 

Load Case: 

LC01: (1.0) Selfweight + (1.0) SDL + (1.0) 
LL [Total Load, Instantaneous] 

LC02: (1.0) Selfweight + (1.0) SDL + 
(0.25) LL [Permanent Load, Instantaneous] 

LC03: (1.0) Selfweight + (1.0) SDL + 
(0.25) LL [Perm. Load, Long-term w/o 
Shrinkage + Creep] 

LC04: (1.0) Selfweight + (1.0) SDL + 
(0.25) LL [Perm. Load with Shrinkage & 
Creep] 

Load Combination: 

Final Long-term Curvature/Deflection = 
LC03 + (LC01 – LC02) + LC04 

Final LT Curvature/Deflection = {(1.0)   
Selfweight + (1.0) SDL + (0.25) LL}    
Long-term + {(0.75) LL} Short-term + 
{Effect of Shrinkage & Creep} 

Further explanation in Equation 11 of    
Section 3.7.2 “Calculation of deflection from 
curvatures” 

Deflection, “a” = (K)(L2) (1/rb)  

1/rb = (M)/(Eeff x I) ----- Considering long-
term effect 

But, Eeff or Ecracked = Ec / (1 + ϕ) 

Thus,  

1/rb = (1 + f) (M)/(Ec x I) -----           Con-
sidering long-term effect 

1/rb = (3)(M)/(Ec x I) ----- Considering 
long-term effect 

Therefore,  

Deflection, “a” = (K)(L2)(3)(M)/(Ec x I) 
-----       Considering long-term effect  

Final LT Deflection = {(3.0) Selfweight 
+ (3.0) SDL + (0.75) LL} + {(0.75) LL} 
+ {Effect of Shrinkage & Creep} 

To conclude, 

Final LT Deflection = (3.0) Selfweight + 
(3.0) SDL + (1.5) LL + {Effect of 
Shrinkage & Creep} 

Closing word:  

When using the Long-term Deflection 
multipliers, please bear in mind that 
you are only assessing the Long-term 
Deflection of a slab or beam under 
gross section as the effect of Shrinkage 
and Creep applies to cracked sections. 
From above equation, “Effect of   
Shrinkage & Creep” is an additional 
term to be added in the equation when 
cracking of concrete is being             
considered. Assessment of Long-term 
Deflection with Cracked Analysis will 
give a higher value than using the    
factors/multipliers mentioned without 
consideration of Shrinkage and Creep 
effect. 

Understanding Long Term Deflection Multipliers on RC Floor System (Part 1) 
John Mark Bunagan  
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FEATURE 

It is the third month of the year. It is 
March, appropriately called so, because it 
is the time when students “march” for 
graduation. March is a significant month 
for graduating high school students   
because at this time of the year, they 
should have already decided what course 
to take or what career to pursue after 
graduation. In fact, everyone should 
have already taken their entrance           
examinations into colleges or universities 
where their chosen courses are offered. 
Yet, not everyone has finally     decided. 

The purpose of this article is to share my 
personal experience - as a confused high 
school student in 1983, a Professional 
Civil Engineer 6 years later, and now 
enjoying the career I have chosen. It is 
my earnest hope that I will be able to 
give an idea to the young students in 
deciding which course or career to take. 
You may say that I am biased towards 
civil engineering. Don’t get me wrong. If 
I had the means and resources, I would 
have studied and practiced all possible 
courses so that I can give you a “fair”     
comparison. But even a lifetime may not 
be enough to accomplish this. So please 
bear with me if I focus on civil            
engineering – the course I know better 
than the others, and the path I have   
fortunately taken. Don’t take me too   
seriously.  

I was privileged to have been given the 
chance to share my experiences in some 
career symposia in Doha. In these talks, 
I always asked the students who among 
them have finally decided on what course 
to take. And every time I ask this        
question, only few of the students raised 
their hands. Obviously majority of the 
students have not decided yet. I can    
understand that. I have undergone the 
same predicament when I was in my 
younger years, high school years, that is. 
And so I know how difficult it is to     
decide. But I can say that the younger 
generations are luckier than I am. During 
my time, there were no career talks. 
There was no internet then and there 
were no references to check which          
profession does which job. I was really in 
a quandary. I cannot rely much from my 
parents who did not even finish their       
elementary education. So what I did is: I 
consulted my brother-in-law who was 
then taking up engineering.  

I had 3 courses in mind– civil                       
engineering, architecture and fine arts. 

My parents said I should take up civil      
engineering because I was good in         
Mathematics. Some of my relatives say I 
should take up Architecture because I 
was good in drawing. Still others say I 
should take up fine arts and make all 
those billboards that they see in front of 
the movie houses, or make decorations 
on passenger vehicles. And so I asked 
my brother-in-law if what his              
recommendation is. Without hesitation, 
he told me that I should take up civil 
engineering. I asked him why? He said, 
“You have all the skills to become a good 
civil engineer, and that you can enhance 
and practice all your skills if you take up 

civil engineering. As a civil   engineer you 
can use your mathematical skills. As a 
civil engineer, you can use your drawings 
skills”. These were his words. I was 
thinking that he recommended           
engineering because he himself was  
taking up engineering and that he loves 
engineering. Yes, he loves  engineering 
so much that he studied for more than 8 
years and still has not completed his   
engineering degree.  

Engineering course is really difficult. It 
takes a lot of determination, dedication 
and discipline to finish it. That is why 
there are some students who started 
with engineering courses then shifted to 
other course later. For parents, this could 
mean wasted time and money. Hence, it 
is very important that you evaluate your 
choices properly and thoroughly before 
you finally decide on your course. Once 
you decided, give your best shot to 
achieve your goal – which is to finish 
your course in due time, if not earlier. 
Fortunately, I completed my BSCE in 4 ½ 
years. I did summer classes. I really 
studied very hard to help my parents. 
Being on top of the class could mean a 
lot of savings on matriculation fees.  

To cut the story short, I graduated in 
1987. Right after graduation, I was      
employed as a draftsman for a realty and 
construction firm in Greenhills, San Juan. 
Civil engineering graduates can become 
a draftsman for a start or a cadet        
engineer. I was actually asked when I 
was a graduating student in college what 
I think a cadet engineer is. I told her 
what popped up in my mind – an        
engineer with military training. I was 
wrong. You can google “cadet   engineer” 
to find out. 

While working, I attended review classes 
for the board examination. After passing 
the board examination in 1989, I was 
finally accepted as a Civil Engineer with 
the Task Force Housing in Quezon City. 
We built quite a number of mass housing 
units for the   less-privileged residents of 
Quezon City. I worked there for more 
than 3 years. I was involved in the     
design and estimate of these housing 
units. It was my first job as a real Civil 
Engineer. 

In 1992, I got an offer to work in Saudi   
Arabia as a Structural Engineer. I 
grabbed the opportunity and worked 
there for almost 15 years, designing and 
constructing more than a hundred          
structures for refineries, residential, 
commercial and marine development. 
Life in Saudi Arabia is lonesome. It is all 
work, work, work and work. I was able to 
save a little for my house, car and some 
properties. But I missed 15 years of   
family life. 

Then in 2007, I was offered by AECOM, 
to work here in Doha, Qatar as a Senior    
Structural Engineer for Barwa City      
Project. This is the good thing here in 
Qatar – you can easily bring your family 
with you, even the entire family. At 
Barwa City, we constructed 128 buildings 
for 5968 apartments complete with    

facilities such as shopping malls, gyms, 
markets and other amenities to make it a 
self-sustaining community. Ultimately, 
Barwa City will be home to more than 
35,000 residents of Qatar. Five (5) years 
working with AECOM was a rewarding 
experience.  

In 2012, I was given the opportunity to 
work for Turner International Middle 
East, my present employer. My first    
project was Msheireb Downtown Doha 
(MDD) Project – a QR20B mixed-use  
development comprising more than 100 
buildings, with a combination of        
commercial and residential properties, 
retail, cultural and entertainment areas. 
This was another interesting job not only 
because of its size but also because of 
the challenging interface between the 
structures of the   buildings and the   
underground metro which is passing   
underneath our development. This      
requires a great deal of precise and    
detailed engineering and coordination 
between stakeholders. Three-and-a-half 
years working with MDD Project is      
another rewarding experience. 

Since January 2016, I am working as 
Civil & Structural Engineering Lead for 
the iconic Lusail Stadium – the biggest of 
the 8 stadiums being built by Qatar for 
the FIFA World Cup in 2022, with        
minimum capacity of 80,000 and will 
host the opening and final games. FIFA 
2022 will be the first world cup to be held 
in the Middle East and will be the most 
compact world cup in    history, allowing 
fans to watch multiple live matches per 
day. I am looking forward to completing 
this project before 2022 and be able to 
watch the games with my family and 
friends. 

Why am I sharing these? I am sharing all 
these things in order to give the reader 
an overview of what Civil Engineers do. 
The field of civil engineering is a vast 
field to conquer. When you are a civil 
engineer, you could be a: 

• quantity surveyor/estimator 

• structural engineer  

• construction engineer  

• environmental engineer 

• geotechnical engineer 

• materials engineer 

• project manager  

or you could even be President of the    
Republic of the Philippines (I made this 
joke in one of my talks. Who among you 
knows that one of our Presidents is a 
Civil Engineer? Yes, Fidel Ramos is not 
only a military     general but also a civil 
engineer. And he proudly shows his PRC 
ID whenever there are civil projects    
being inaugurated.) 

What does a quantity surveyor or       
estimator do? A quantity surveyor     
quantifies the materials to be used in 
constructing a structure. He/she tells you 
how many bags of cement will be used in 
constructing a building. He/she tells you 

TO BE OR NOT TO BE A CIVIL ENGINEER  
Ronaldo Nilo  
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The Committee on Sports, Leisure and 
Recreation simultaneously raised the   

curtain for the summer “mini-Olympics” 
games this March. First to start is the 
Bowling Tournament which opened on 
March 8, the Tennis Clinic on March 15 

and then the long awaited fun-filled      
Inter-Color Basketball (ICBL) League and 
the 2nd PICE Q President’s Cup on March 

23, 2018.  
Congratulations to Engr. Belinda Dela 
Cruz - Sports Committee Chairman for 
the successful launching of the sporting 

seasons…..and to the PICE-Q Board of the 
Directors who supported the events. 

 
********************************* 

 
The successful launching of the ICBL   

however did not come without a snag as 
it was re-scheduled several times. First 

schedule was on February 23, then it was 
moved forward to June 22, 2018 (in    

consultation with the team                 
representatives) but with the BOD’s inter-
vention and majority votes, it was finally 

held on March 23, 2018 at the  Qatar 
Sports Club’s Basketball Court. 

Six teams are vying for the crown today 
with the notable absence from the       

competition of the Black Warriors – the 
defending CHAMPION and the White Team 

– the 2016 Champion. 
Well, it is a given fact that when we have 

scheduled an event our mind is set on 
that specific date, these two teams might 

have been lax in their preparation       
considering the once established but now 

scrapped June 22, 2018 schedule.  
 

********************************* 
                

The sporting schedule (specifically ICBL 
opening) debacle must have been due to 
something that we overlooked? Isn’t that 
all of this sporting events that we have is 
in preparation for the upcoming annual 
foundation day celebration every month 
of May. This sporting events actually is 

one of its “flavors”.  
So I guess it settles the scores.   

 
********************************* 

 

In a democratic way, there will always be 
clashes of ideas as parties show and   

depend matters or decisions that they 
stand for. It is a healthy practice and a 

privilege that everyone must enjoy unless 
it spiral out of control. 

There are only two things that could help 
handle and control every argument and 
clashes of ideas and those things are 
called……..HONESTY and RESPECT. 

 
********************************* 

 
I would like to congratulate our own team 
from COPI represented by Engr. Felipe D. 
Catinoy and the PRO – Engr. Russel Flores 

F. Flores, for the successful first ever 
PICE-Q webcast at the PICE-Qatar Face-

book Page on March 30, 2018.  With Engr.  
Rolan E. Nevado – Chairman, Committee 

on Membership and Engr. Luisito S.     
Carlos, 2nd Vice President, on the panel, 
they give answers to important questions 

asked by the members. This noble       
undertaking garnered 2.3 K views and 12 
shares which just shows how interesting 

and informative it was. 
Standby for the second episode of the 
webcasting which is currently planned. 

 
*********************************  

     
A “dinner for a cause” by PICE-Q has 

been launched to generate fund for the 
third scholar that will be selected this 

school opening. This will be held on April 
8, 2018 at ORYX-Rotana Hotel in Doha, 

Qatar. 
This noble event is undertaken under the 
wings of Support Programs and Events 

Committee for Students (SPECS) with its 

energetic Chairman, Engr. Helario S.   
Amoguis at the helm. The invitation and 
information campaign is very aggressive 
and surely the team is handling it very 
well – No doubt, it will be a successful 

affair. 
 

********************************* 
 

PICE-Qatar receives a Plaque of          
Appreciation from the Philippine School 

Doha (PSD) for its support in the just con-
cluded Career Simulation Seminar Work-

shop (CSSW) for graduating grade 12 
students.      

Also awarded with certificate of          
appreciation were Engr. Aileen Buenaflor, 

Engr. Luisito Carlos, Engr. Helario       
Amoguis, Engr. Nasser Sanoh, Engr. 

Delifino De Leon and Engr. Alfonso Belito 
Betita. 

Our participation to this event is really 
likened to a double edge sword as PICE-Q 

managed and contributed to the K-12 
program and at the same time, it      
managed to propagate the civil           

engineering profession. 
 

********************************* 
 

COPI and COWME jointly launched mobile 
photography contest billed as ”Qatar  

Construction Through Lens”. This is after 
a lengthy discussion on pros and cons of 

launching the event. 
As we are all aware of, taking            

photography in Qatar is not without a 
restriction. As a strong reminder, ensure 
that rules concerning such is not violated. 

Happy clicking all you photography      
enthusiasts!!!!  

SIDELINES 
  By :  Engr .  A lfonso Bel i to C .  Beti ta,  PE M.ASCE  

2018 PICE Qatar  Newsletter  Edi tor - In -Ch ief  
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Live Webcast…(Cont. from Page 5) 

The first webcasting was    
conducted last Friday, March 
30, 2018 with Engr. Rolan E. 
Nevado, Chairman –          
Committee on Membership 
and Engr. Luisito S. Carlos - 
2nd Vice President, as          
panelists. Engr. Russel F.     
Flores - Public Relations       
Officer, acted as host of the 
live webcasting while Engr.    
Felipe Catinoy - Business    
Manager became the director 
and cameraman.   

Discussions during the 
webcasting focuses on the 
topic “How to become a PICE- 
Qatar Member: Rules,          
requirements, privileges and 
responsibilities”. Both Engr. 

Nevado and Engr. Carlos took 
turns in answering questions 
from the members which were 
sent through the PICE-Q  
Website, www.piceqatar.com. 

Webcasting will take place 
once a month     
covering a 
wide range of 
topics and    
issues within 
the            
organization. 
Panelists will 
be selected 
from the   
current Board 
of               
Directors 
based on the 
topics to be 
discussed. 

The webcasting live is a     
brainchild of Engr. Flores and 
is being carried-out in              
cooperation with the PICE-Q’s 
Committee on Publications and 
Information. 



 

 

The PICE-Qatar’s lady Treasurer is a 
seasoned veteran in Civil              
Engineering profession with about 17 
years experience in the field of     
project management, construction 
engineering and supervision under 
her belt. Aside from being listed in 
the Professional Regulation        
Commission’s (PRC) List of          
Professional Civil Engineers, Engr.    
Revillosa is also a registered Grade A 
Civil Engineer by the Ministry of       
Municipality and Environment 
(MMUP) in Qatar and is included in 
the ASEAN   Engineers  Registry 
(AER).      

Michelle as fondly called within the     
organization, is currently employed 
by Artella LLC in Qatar as Civil      
Engineer / Geotechnical Engineer / 
Marine Surveyor 1 since December 
2015 for the Design of Six Islands 
and Design & Build of New Island at 
North Lusail     projects.  

Prior to her stint with Artella LLC, she 
was with JTC from October 2007 to 
October 2015 working in different 
capacity as Document Control       
Engineer, Civil Engineer - Quantity 
Surveyor serving different            
departments and projects within the 
company.  

In the      
Philippines, 
she worked 
as Civil     
Engineer, 
Procurement 
/ Office     
Engineer 
with      
Hardwork 
Construction 
and      
Painting   
Contractor 
(HCPC) from 
March 2000 
to March 
2006.  

Our       
treasurer is a 
product of 
Adamson   
University in the Philippines from 
where she earned her Bachelor of 
Science Degree in Civil Engineering 
in October 1998. She became a 
member of PICE Qatar on February 
9, 2011 and began serving the      
organization in varying capacity as 
Auditor (2014 ~ 2017) and as    
Treasurer (2018).    

Aside from PICE-Qatar, Michelle is 

also an active Technical Member – 
Philippine Institute of Certified     
Quantity Surveyors (PICQS), Member 
and Former VP Membership – PICE 
Qatar Toastmasters Club, Member – 
Filipino Planning Engineers           
Association (FPEA) and Founding 
Member / Auditor – Filipino           
Association of Materials Engineer – 
Qatar (FAME-Q). 

KNOW THE BOARD 
This is the third part of the series “Know the Board” wherein we feature the who’s and who of the current Board of Directors of 
the Philippine Institute of Civil Engineers, Qatar Chapter (PICE-Q).  

During the January and February 2018 issue, we have featured the first to fourth highest officers in the organization. In this 
March 2018 issue of our newsletter, we are going to feature the persons who are working with the financial aspect of PICE-Q. 

The TREASURER 

The AUDITOR 

The PICE-Q Auditor is also a lady and 
still very much    single. She is simply      
beautiful and full of confidence – a    
virtue which she said was developed 
when she joined the PICE-Q           
Toastmasters Club way back in 2012. 

She gave a 
contradictory 
meaning to 
the saying 
that “First            
Impressions 
lasts” since 
the first time 
you see her, 
you will think 
that she is 
“mataray” 
only to      
discover the       
opposite once 
your           
interaction 
starts. Well, 
she is not an 
“Ilongga” for 
nothing? 

She once    
confided that civil          engineering is 
not her first love but rather Medical    
Technology as she once dreamt of     
becoming  a surgeon - the reason for 
the big shift is a mystery that was not 
disclosed to us.         

Engr. Sheila was born in Pontevedra,    
Negros Occidental but registered her   
address as La Carlota, Negros           
Occidental. She do love to travel around 
the world and has been a visitor to 
many European and Asian cities       
already.  

She has a good academic records being 
a salutatorian in high school and with     
special honours in elementary. She       
received her Bachelor’s Degree in Civil 
Engineering from West Negros           
University (formerly West Negros       
College) in 2004. She is a Professional 
Civil Engineer registered with the      
Professional Regulation Commission 
(PRC) and a chartered ASEAN Engineer 
as well. 

She joined PICE-Qatar in May 2008 and 
became a member of the Board of       
Directors in 2011, 2012, 2014, 2015, 
2016 and 2017 in various capacities 
with the latest, being the auditor. She is 
also the current President of PICE-Q        
Toastmasters Club. 

Our auditor is currently employed by    
Living Interiors as Senior Technical /   
Estimation Engineer.                

Engr. Sheila L. Medel  
PICE-Q Auditor, 2018 

Alfonso Betita  
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Engr. Maria Michelle A. Revillosa  
PICE-Q Treasurer, 2018 
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PICE-QATAR UPDATES 
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Committee on Continuing Professional Advancement            

conducted the 1st CPD Program for 2018 
Luisito Carlos 

The Committee on Continuing            
Professional Advancement (COCPA)    
headed by Chairperson Engr. Loraine C. 
Radan has conducted a two (2) day     
seminar/workshop on 02 & 09 March 
2018 at Oryx Rotana Hotel, Old Airport 
Road, Doha, Qatar on Basic Project             
Management using Primavera P6 
V17.7 with Engr. Arnold M. Puy as the 
Resource Speaker. The above CPD     
Program has been approved and        
accredited by the PRC CPD Council for 
Civil Engineering with Accreditation    
Number 2010-001-291 chaired by Dr.    
Romeo A. Estañero and Engr. Aurora M. 
Asda as the designated CPD Monitor. 

The CPD Program was attended by 30 
participants from the General            
Membership along with the members of 
the committee with some serving as    
facilitators for the event. Assisting in the 
program was the Committee on CPD 
Program Accreditation headed by 
Chairperson Engr. Meliza M. Ortiguerra. 

Please see posted table for the upcoming 
seminars up to end of June 2018. 

The Culminating Activity concludes 
the completion of Philippine School 
Doha Career Simulation Seminar 
Workshop on 02 March 2018 where 
PSD has recognized the contribution 
of all professional organizations that 
participated on its Career Simulation 
Seminar Workshop (CSSW) 2018 
where Plaque of Appreciation and 
Certificate of Recognition to all the 
speakers and lecturers were     
awarded. The plaque of appreciation 
to PICE-Q was received by PICE 
President Engr. Aileen A. Buenaflor . 
Individual Certificates of Recognition 
were presented to Engr. Nasser    
Sanoh, Engr. Alfonso Belito Betita , 
Engr.  Luisito Carlos, Engr. Delfino 
De Leon and Engr. Helario Amoguis.  

The awarding of plaques and         
certificates was officiated by Dr.    
Alexander Acosta, PSD Principal, Dr. 
Paulita Pal, SHS Vice Principal, Hon. 
David Des Dicang, Philippine Labor 
Attache, Ar. Michael Niño Garcia, 
UFOQ Professional Sectoral           
Representative. 

Testimonial messages were also    
delivered by the students in their 
respective chosen field of profession. 

Representative of the participants in 
the simulation for Civil Engineering 
and aspiring Civil Engineer, Ms. Sofia 

Marielle B. Jusay, delivered her      
gratifying message during the event. 
She noted that though in the        
beginning, the simulation was boring 
but gets interesting towards the end 
as she realized the true value and 
importance of civil engineering     
profession. She expressed her      
gratitude along with the other      
participants to PICE Qatar for      
sharing their time and effort in      
imparting their knowledge and       
experiences with them. She ended 
her speech with the message  “Every 
end has a new   beginning. This 
might be the end of this episode for 
some of us, but I believe it is also 
the start of our great future”. 

The event was graced by POLO    
OWWA Labor Attache, Hon. David 
Des T. Dicang who also shared his 
inspiring message to all PSD’s       
aspiring professionals. 

PSD Senior High School Career Simulation Seminar Workshop 

Culminating Activity Luisito Carlos 

PICE-Q Opens MME 

Review Course  
PICE-Qatar will conduct the MME   
Review course starting April 13, 
2018. This program will run for six 
Fridays.  

This course focuses mainly on similar 
problems/topics that may have come 
out in the previous examinations. 

If your school is in the list and MME 
allow you to take the exam, then you 
are encouraged to take extra steps in 
order to complete the registration 
and legally practice your civil          
engineering profession here in Qatar. 
Nowadays, engineers with MME     
registration have greater advantage 
in securing new job as it is a        
government requirement. 

In Kuwait, according to the news,  
"expatriate engineers will not be able 
to renew their work visas unless they 
obtain a no-objection certificate 
(NOC) from the Kuwait Society of 
Engineers (KSE). To obtain the NOC, 
the engineers must have graduated 
from a university that is accredited 
and is on the list of accredited       
universities and courses on the KES 
master list". 

It can also happen in Qatar, thus, to 
avoid any future problem associated 
to engineers’ registration, thus every 
member of PICE-Qatar is advised to 
start the registration process at the 
earliest. To increase the chance of 
passing the exam, qualified           
instructors will be sharing tips and 
personal experience. 

For more information, you may     
contact: 

Engr. Noriethom De Guzman:  

 5065 8476 

Engr. Helario S. Amoguis:  

 3329 1940 

Engr. Jeffrey P. Cimagala:  

 6677 5930 

Engr. Arman  A. Tolentino:  

 5525 9404 

Engr. Felipe D. Catinoy:  

 3036 2053 

Madame Susana O. Nacario:  

 5584 2402 

Engr. Meliton M. Rizal:  

 5550 4356 

Engr. Sheila L. Medel :  

 33475322 

Engr. Roy L. Baquiran:  

 6668 2685 



 

 

PPO-Q / UFOQ Corner 

PRC identifies the dates and places for SPLE 2018 examinations  
Alden Cayaga 

In a message released by Labor 
Attaché David Des Dicang to 
the members of the Philippine 
Professional Organization –   
Qatar (PPO-Q) on March 3, 
2018, the Professional            
Regulation Commission (PRC) 
had concluded and identified 
the dates and places for the 
2018 Special Professional      
Licensure Examination (SPLE) 
2018 as follows: 

Dates of Exam :                       
August 22, 23 and 24, 2018 

Places of Exam :               
Al Khobar, Jeddah, Riyadh, 

KSA; Doha, Qatar; Abu    
Dhabi, UAE; and Kuwait 

This was formalized in the      
issued PRC Memorandum Order 
No. 13 dated February 22, 2018 
regarding the criteria and     
procedures on the designation 
of a testing center for the SPLE, 
as shared by Ms. Rebecca     
Garcia of the Licensure Office of 
the PRC Main. 

This news was included in the 
discussion during the 3rd PPO-Q 
Regular Meeting at POLO-
OWWA Office on March 14, 
2018 which was attended by 

President Aileen Buenaflor, 2nd 
Vice-President Luisito Carlos, 
and Immediate Past President 
Allen Nacario for PICE Qatar 
Chapter. 

Other details discussed during 
the meeting include the intent 
of PPHA (Pharmacists) and 
FDO-Q (Dentistry) to be a part 
of the SPLE 2018; the proposal 
to institutionalize the Career 
Simulation Workshop since all 
the concerned organizations are 
part of PPO-Q; and the planning 
and scheduling of the SPLE 
2018 activities by the PPO-Q. 
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To assist the Philippine            
Government in its “BUILD, BUILD, 
BUILD” Program, the Philippine 
Institute of Civil Engineers, Qatar 
Chapter conducted a month-long 
survey to determine Railway     
Experts and Technologists from 
among its ranks. The main aim of 
the survey is to know who among 
its members possesses the          
expertise and willingness to      
return to our home  country to 
assist in the mentioned           
government program.   

The Philippine Government will be           
establishing the first Mindanao 
Railway Systems with initial     
segment linking Digos City,       
Davao City and Tagum City (circa 
102.5 km) with a PHP 35 Billion 
Budget. The plan is to construct 
and make it operational before 
the year 2022. Therefore, the        
government will be needing       
experts that will perform in behalf 
of the government for this project 

PICE Qatar Chapter was            
requested to comment on the   
following: 

1. Engineers who could probably 
help construct the railway system, 

2. Areas of expertise in railway 
Design, Construction, and         
Operations and      Maintenance, 

how many dump trucks of gravel and 
sand will be used in constructing a 
bridge. He/she tells you how many Qatari 
Riyals will be spent to complete a      
building. You take up civil engineering 
and you will learn how to estimate the 
quantities and eventually know how 
much is needed to construct a building or 
a structure, and   specialize as quantity 
surveyor.  

What about a structural engineer? A      
structural engineer tells you how big 
should the foundations for a building be. 
How big the columns should be. How 
many rebars should be put into the    
foundation. How big steel trusses should 
be. How much wind load a structure can 
resist. Will it not collapse during        
earthquake? If you are  interested in 
these kinds of things, then you should 
take up Civil Engineering and specialize 
in    structures. 

What else can be said about civil                
engineering? Civil engineering is the   
oldest engineering profession (not the 
oldest profession). The earliest practice 
of civil engineering may have            
commenced as early as 4000 BC in     
ancient Egypt and Iraq known as        
Mesopotamia before. You can think of the 
hanging gardens of Babylon and you will 
be thinking about civil engineering. Think 
about Noah’s ark and you will be thinking 
about civil engineering. Think also about 
the roads and canals constructed under 
the Roman Empire and you will think 

about civil engineering. Civil engineering 
has been existing long before electricity 
was invented. All the other engineering 
courses originated from civil engineering. 
If you want to practice the oldest        
engineering profession, take up civil  
engineering. 

In retrospect, 35 years ago I was a    
confused high school student but had to 
decide which path to take, and I took up 
civil engineering; in 1989 I became a 
full-pledged Civil Engineer; 28 years on, 
do I have any regrets? None. I am happy 
with what I do and with what I practice. 
This is all that    matters. If you are  
happy in the end, then it makes you feel 
like you made the right decision.  

What I am saying is – when you are a      
professional – whether a Civil Engineer 
or other professions, there are no limits 
to what you can achieve. Just focus all 
your thoughts and give your best shot to 
achieve whatever goal you have set for 
yourself whether it is for your family, for 
your personal satisfaction or for the good 
of your community. I am proud to have 
worked as Senior Structural Engineer for 
Barwa City Project – a residential       
development composed of 128 buildings 
that will eventually cater to the housing 
needs of 35,000 residents of Qatar. This 
project aims to alleviate the housing  
crisis that is currently being experienced 
in Qatar. To be part of this noble project 
is in itself rewarding and gives personal             
satisfaction, more than the monetary 
rewards for my professional services as a 
Civil Engineer.  

Finally, I would like to end this article 
with another joke. (I said earlier, don’t 
take me too seriously). Somebody asked 
the Civil Engineers, “What makes you 
different from the Electrical Engineers, 
Mechanical Engineers, Electronics and 
Communication Engineers, Industrial 
Engineers and other professionals?”. The 
Civil Engineers replied “WE ARE THE 
MOST CIVILIZED!” 

To God be the glory! 

 

*********************** 

TO BE OR NOT TO BE …… 
(Cont. from Page 8)  

PICE-Qatar Runs Survey 

for Railway Experts   

3. Considerations in establishing a 
Railroad Institute to effect the 
Technology Transfer,  

4. Considerations in establishing            
Manufacturing Facility to         
manufacture Train Components, 
i.e. locomotives, etc. 

Alfonso Betita 
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SAFETY Corner 
FOG ALERT AND LESSON LEARNED: A compilation from Gulf Times 

Researched and Compiled by: Engr. Alejo “Alex” P. Habal 
Fog can be a very serious problem as   
reduced visibility makes spotting driving 
hazards much harder, if not                   
impossible. Knowing how to deal with     
foggy conditions is extremely important, so 
follow this guide: 

1. Turn your fog lights on 

This is the symbol for the fog light in 
your car. Make sure you know where it 
is. 

• Not all cars come with front fog lights, 
but all modern cars are equipped with 
rear fog lights - as it is the law.  

• They are a legal requirement in most 
parts of the world. Turn your fog lights 
on and keep them on until you are 
clear of the fog. 

• Turn them off when you are out of the 
fog as they will dazzle other motorists. 

• The switch is usually located on 
the indicator stalk, or headlight 
knob.  

• You should check your car’s manual so 
you know where the fog light switch is 
(they’re never hidden). 

• Turn on your windshield wipers, and 
use your low beam headlights. 

2. Only drive if you have to. 

• If you wake up to a thick blanket of 
fog, then the best thing to do is send a 
text message (even a picture        
message) to your boss telling them 
that you are going to be late in.  

• Any boss who has a problem with this 
isn’t worth working for.  

• Your safety is the most important 
thing, so wait for the fog to clear    
before you set off. 

3. Stop at a service station.  

• If you set off from home and all is well 
and clear, but encounter fog en route, 
then slow down and pull into the next 
service station and wait for the fog to 
clear.  

• It may take an hour or so, so have a 
coffee and let your boss know that 
you’ve stopped until it is safe to     
continue your journey. 

4. Slow down. 

• Slow down. If you cannot see where 
you are going, do not drive fast. 

• Driving along a road at 120km/h in fog 
is dangerous and irresponsible.  

• Reduce your speed to no more than 
50km/h and stay in the inside lane.  

• If the fog is very thick, slow down to 
40km/h. 

• Be on guard at all times. 

5. Use dipped headlights. 

• If you are driving in fog, you must 
turn your headlights on. Make sure 
they are dipped (i.e. normal).  

• Driving with your main beams on 
(denoted by the blue symbol on your 
dashboard) is dangerous to oncoming 
traffic as it dazzles other motorists. 

• Never drive through fog with your 
main beams on, and if your car has 
automatic headlights, make sure they 
are on, don’t assume they would be 
before checking. 

6. Do NOT drive with your hazard 
lights on: 

• There is a lot of confusion when it 
comes to driving with your hazard 
lights on in fog. Some people do it to 
make themselves more visible, which 
is a good intention, but not wise and 
can cause an accident. 

• Hazard lights are designed to warn 
other motorists that you 
are stationary, or to warn other 
motorists of a road hazard. 

• If a motorist behind you spots your 
hazard lights are on, he may panic 
thinking that you have stopped (don’t 
forget that visibility will be poor) and 
he may brake sharply. This could 
cause an accident, especially with the 
motorist who is behind him, and so on. 

7. Turn your heater on. 

• If it’s foggy then it is likely going to be 
cool, which means that condensation 
may build up on the inside of your car. 
This will affect your visibility even 
more.  

• The heater will help keep your        
windows clear. 

8. Listen. 

• Turn your radio off and open your   
window a little. 

• Listen carefully to your environment 
outside of the car.  

• You may hear another vehicle that you 
can’t see, or you may hear something 
or someone warning you to stop.  

• You’ll be driving at a reduced speed so 
wind noise won’t be too much of a 
problem with the window down. 

9. Keep your distance. 

• Don’t get too close to the car in front. 
If he has to stop sharply then you 
could crash into him.  

• Stay well back. 

10. Avoid changing lanes. 

• Don’t change lanes unless you have 
to. 

• Stay over to the inside (right lane) and 
don’t hurry yourself.  

• Constantly changing lanes is            
potentially dangerous as it could cause 
an accident.  

• Remember that motorists behind you 
may not have seen you. 

• Pick a lane and stay in it.  

• Use the right-side pavement line as a 
guide. ... 

• Stay focused on the road. 

• Do not stop on the road. 
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Is it worth the risk? If you're concerned about 
safety, call your boss  

Never drive with your hazard lights on. They are 
meant to signal a stopped car 



 

 

PICE-QATAR EVENTS & FACES 

Tennis Clinic 

PICE-Q in ASEP Techincal Summit 
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Live Webcast Launched 

Bowling Tourney 

PICE-Q in ICBL Opening 

PICE-Q in ASEP RCCQ Techincal Summit 
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Random Thoughts 

If you work so hard so you could play, are you really working?  

If you play intensely to win at all costs, are you really playing? 

If you win a prize but lose the game's lesson, do you really win? 

If you rejoice while others suffer in defeat, will victory sink in?  

If you laugh till you cry or cry till you laugh, are you happy or sad? 

If you are ready to die for love and principle, are you so dead?    

If you live like a zombie in the land of the living, are you really alive? 

If you are deep into religion but with an evil eye, are you cross-eyed? 

If you see only your way without looking at another, are you half blind?  

If you love one and hate another, are you the hating or loving kind? 

Brain Teasers 

 

1. A women has to cut a roll of ribbon into one meter length.  If it takes her two seconds to 
measure and cut a length and the whole roll is fifty meters long, how long will it take her to do 
it? 

 

2. A book worm chewed its way through a three volume encyclopedia set.  If the covers of 
each volume are 2.5 mm thick and the pages 310 mm thick, how far did the worm travel as it 
made its way from the first page of volume one to the last page of volume three. 

 

3. A jeweler is asked to join four small 3-link chains (shown on the left) into a large circular 
12-link chain. In order to join two closed links, one of the links needs to be cut, placed onto 
the other link, and then closed. The clever jeweler finds a creative way to make the circular 
chain while cutting as few links as possible. How many links does he cut and what does he do?  

 

4. Can you find a way to express the number 7 using four 4s and basic math operations 
(addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and parenthesis)? Note that you are not allowed 
to combine digits. 

 4 ? 4 ? 4 ? 4 = 7 

5. A vinyl record measures 320 mm across.  There is a 10 mm margin around the edge and a 
center label which measures 100 mm across.  There are 30 grooves per 10 mm.  How far does 
the needle travel if the record is played from start to finish? 

POTPOURRI 

Sometimes so much good subjects, ideas, and topics go through our minds that deserve to be shared with 
everyone. To address the matter, a Potpourri Page was created as a regular feature in our PICE Qatar    
Newsletter. 
 
Why the name, Potpourri? According to Merriam Webster, the word has two common meanings in use  
today, one which refers to “a   mixture of flowers, herbs, and spices that is usually kept in a jar and used for 
scent,” and the other which refers to “a miscellaneous collection, or  medley.”   
  
This Potpourri Page, therefore, aims to be a venue for the miscellaneous collection of creative or even       
flowery inputs from PICE Qatar members. It may be a short verse, a poem, a trivia, a news, a joke, an      
announcement, a story or just about anything under the sun. Please share your good thoughts and send to: 
 

piceqatarnewsletter@yahoogroups.com 

Danny Chan 
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SPORTS 
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PICE-Qatar’s Annual Bowling Tournament 
officially started last Thursday, March 08, 
2018 at the Qatar Bowling Center, Doha, 
Qatar. There are 10 teams vying for the 
crown with the first of the 10 fun filled 
evening games series started at 7:30 PM 
and wrapped up at 9:30 PM held right after 
the simple opening ceremonies.  

Engr. Aileen A. Buenaflor raised the       
tournament curtain with an opening remark 
where she told the participants that sports, 
like this tournament, is only one of the 
many opportunities provided by the        
organization to its members-engineers to 
relieve stresses brought about by heavy   
workloads.  

As of this writing, the tournament is already 
in its 4th competition day. The team     
standing is as follows:  

PICE-Qatar’s Bowling 

Competition is On  
Alfonso Betita 

J 
UDO – the art of conquering by    
yielding. The western has an        
equivalent for it – “YES DEAR” (J.P. 
McEvoy). For a  married man, this is 

the secret to a happy marriage and a     
blissful home.  

On a serious note, JUDO is somewhat an 
irony as this martial art is simply translated 
as “gentle way”.  It was derived from     
another form of martial art which is very 
much popular among MMA fans – the      
jujutsu (or kempo). Professor Jigoro Kano of 
Japan created this after mastered several 
styles of jujutsu. He founded the Kodokan 
Judo Institute where the teaching of this 
new technique of self-defense begun. 

Judo is basically meant as a form of       
continued physical training and at the same 
time a way of life for its practitioners –  
Judoka. The training emphasizes on       
flexibility and efficiency that will give the 
maximum result at the least effort. It  
teaches not to match strength with strength 
but the efficient use of balance, leverage 
and timing of movement. Hip throws and 
grappling techniques such as the armbar 
which made Ronda Rousey popular during 
her UFC days are examples of Judo      
movements.   

Judo does not only develop one’s physical 
strength and coordination. It also teaches        
self-discipline, respect to others as well as 
developing self-confidence, faster reaction 
and leadership skills.  Moreover, it is a   
basically inexpensive type of sports that can 
be practiced all year round. 

Judo’s basic principle hinges on “Maximum 
Efficiency” and “Mutual Respect” – traits 
that are useful to our daily lives             
especially in our profession. The desire for 
perfection and continued development is         
essential in Judo which can be a way of life 
for a Civil Engineer as well.   

To end today’s column, allow me to tell 
something about me: Don’t mess with me, I 
know karate, jujutsu, arnis, kung fu, 
taekwondo, judo and 10 other dangerous 
words! 

Postscript: 

Amongst our peers, Engr. Meliza Ortiguerra was a Judoka 
during her college days. 

 

The annual PICE-Qatar’s Inter-Color       
Basketball League (ICBL) officially kicked-off 
on 23 March 2018 at the Qatar Sports Club 
under the leadership of Engr. Belinda Dela 
Cruz, the Sports Committee Chairperson 
with Engr. Rolan Nevado as the league   
Commissioner. 

The traditional opening ceremony was   
hosted by PICE-Qatar’s Founding President 
Roy Baquiran.  An inspiring opening      
message rendered by the current President 
- Engr. Aileen Buenaflor, highlighting the 
importance of maintaining camaraderie and 
professionalism during the conduct of the 
games and staying fit - set the tone for this 
year’s tournament. 

Six teams composed of Green, Orange,  
Maroon, Yellow, Red and Blue paraded with 
their new team uniforms along with the 
lovely muses.  Judging this year’s special 
awards namely Best in Uniform and Best 
Muse proved to be a tough assignment for 
the judges as all teams don uniquely styled 
uniforms and have brought lovely muses.  
After a tight competition however, the   
winners are announced as follows: 

• Best in Uniform: Orange Team  

• Best Muse: Jhoana Lyn Rufino of the 
Red Team 

After boisterous cheers following the      
announcement of the special awards          
winners, the ceremonial toss was made by    
President Aileen Buenaflor, Chairman    
Belinda Dela Cruz and Past President Noel 
Jumawan. 

The curtain raiser pitted many times    
champion Blue Team against the new look 
Orange Team.  The battle saw several lead 
changes and proceeded on to become a nail 
biter until the waning seconds of the game.  
The revitalized Orange Team lead by Chris 
Banda gave the cohesive yet depleted Blue 
team lead by former MVP Jerry Malabiga a 
tough battle.  However, the experience of 
playing together for years proved to be 
more than enough to trounce a spirited   
opponent as the Blue team won over     
Orange via a score 61 over 58. 

The second game between Yellow Team and 
Green Team took off from where the first 
game started.  The Yellow team, the       
perennial whipping boys is reinforced by this 
year’s draft pick is out to redeem         
themselves in this year’s tournament. The 
Green team who formerly dons the purple 
jersey added a firepower with the addition 
of Black Team’s winger Jeffrey Pedigloria.  
The Green team’s Dela Rosa-Pedigloria-
Fernandez-De Claro combo thwarted the 
power plays of the Yellow Team’s main man 
Octaviano.  Green Team wins 54 – 43. 

The main event for the evening pitted     
towering big men of the Maroon and Red 
team.  Maroon team, last year’s runner-up 
lost a big man but welcomes the return of 
Fritz Sarabia.  This addition seemed to fill 
the missing cog of the team as they flourish 
in their run and gun style of play. This       
negated the presence of the towering Dela 
Cruz of the Red team as the Maroon rolled 
over them with a 62-55 score. 

Missing in this year’s tournament are the 
Defending Champions  Black Team and the 
perennial contender White Team. 

The side event dubbed as the President’s 
Cup followed after the ICBL matches.  Two 
teams composed of BOD’s and committee 
members battled it out in a championship 
style games.  Last year’s champion – the 
Red team was eager to defend the crown 
against the hungry for revenge Blue team 
who paraded the lanky and versatile       
reinforcement – Allan Nacario Jr.  The do-it-
all play of Blue team’s reinforcement      
prevented the Red team’s dominance.    

GAMEBOY’s (Russel Flores) 
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